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1. INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of this paper is to introduce an algebraic way to
transform a certain class of time- and space-dependent parabolic equa-
tions into the form of the standard heat equations. This transformation
will allow us to apply the efficient computer methods developed for heat
equations to solve parabolic equations.
w xWei and Norman 6 proved that the fundamental matrices of time-de-
pendent linear differential equations can be represented as finite products
w x w xof exponentials. A purely algebraic consideration can be found in 2 , 3 .
w xKrishnaprashad 1 has examined an infinite-dimensional version of the
product representation of the fundamental solutions associated to current
w xalgebras. Steinberg 4 used Lie algebraic formulation to certain differen-
tial equations; however, he did not consider time-dependent terms. Szigeti
w x5 derived a local representation as a product of exponentials to the
fundamental solution of the first order system of linear differential equa-
tions of the form
n
­ u q f t , x ­ u s A t , x u , .  .t i x i
is1
 . m= m  .where A t, x g R and functions f t, x are scalars.i
For a finite-dimensional matrix Lie algebra L it is well known that
 .  .for A, B g L, exp AB exp yA s exp ad A B the Baker]Campbell]
.Hausdorff formula . We start with Lemma 1.1, which generalizes this
formula for our abstract case.
 .LEMMA 1.1. Let F t , t G 0 be a strongly continuous semigroup of
bounded linear operators of X, with the infinitesimal generator A. Let B be a
closed operator with domain dense in X. Suppose that the Lie algebra L
generated by A, B is finite-dimensional.
 .Let x g X be an element such that the two-¨ ariable function t, s ª
 .  .F s BF t x is analytical for t, s ) 0. Then
F t Bx s exp t ad A BF t x , t G 0; 1.1 .  .  .  .
BF t x s F t exp yt ad A Bx , t G 0; 1.2 .  .  .  .
Proof. Let t ) 0. Define the function
yt t t t
w : , ª X by w s s F q s BF y s x . .t , x t , x  /  /2 2 2 2
 .w is continuous and analytic in ytr2, tr2 .t, x
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Compute its ``Taylor expansion'' centered at s s 0. We can see that
t t t t
Xw s s AF q s BF y s x y F q s BF y s Ax .t , x  /  /  /  /2 2 2 2
s A , w s .t , x
t t t t
w xs F q s A , B F y s x , for y - s - /  /2 2 2 2
and by induction
n
t tDn.w s s F q s A , F y s x .t , x  /  /2 2w xA , . . . A , A , B . . .
t t
ns F q s ad ABF y s x . /  /2 2
Therefore the ``Taylor expansion'' is
` nt s t
nw s s F ad A BF x . 1.3 .  .t , x  /  / /2 n! 2ns0
`  n . nThe series  s rn! ad AB converges in L for all s; therefore, by thens0
 .  .strong continuity of F t , we can substitute s s tr2 or s s ytr2 in 1.3 .
If we put s s tr2, then we have the equality
t t t
F t Bx s F exp ad A BF x . 1.4 .  . /  /  /2 2 2
 .  .and, by repeated substitution of 1.4 the formula 1.1 will obtained:
t t t
F t Bx s F exp ad A BF x .  /  /  /2 2 2
t t t
s exp ad A F B F x /  /  /2 2 2
t t t t t
s exp ad A F exp ad A BF F x /  /  /  /  /2 4 4 4 2
1 t 1
s exp 1 y t ad A F B F 1 y t xn n n /  /  / /  /2 2 2
s exp t ad A BF t x . .  .
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For s s ytr2 we similarly get
t t t
BF t x s F exp y ad A BF x .  /  /  /2 2 2
 .and therefore we also obtain 1.2 .
In this paper we will examine a class of parabolic differential equations.
Let A , A , . . . , A , C , C , . . . , C g Rn=n be positive definite matrices,1 2 k 1 2 k1 3
let B , B , . . . , B g Rn=n, and let D , D , . . . , D , E , E , . . . , E g Rn.1 2 k 1 2 k 1 2 k2 4 5
We shall introduce an algebraic method to transform the parabolic
problem
k k1 2
 :  :­ u s a t d A ­ , ­ u q B t B x , ­ u .  . t i i i i
is1 is1
k k3 4
 :  :q c t C x , x q d t D , x .  . i i i i is1 is1 1.5 .
k5
 :q e t E , ­ q f t u , .  . i i /is1
u 0, x s u x , x g V , u t , ? s 0 .  .  . ­ V0 i
into the form of the standard heat equations
­ u s Du ,t
u 0, x s u x , x g V , u t , ? s 0, .  .  . ­ Vi i i
i s 1, 2, . . . , k , where the domains V depend on matrices A .1 i i
Our approach is based on the fundamental properties of operator
semigroups. We shall prove in Theorem 2 that, if B , . . . , B is the1 k 2
ordered basis of the generated solvable Lie algebra, then the transforma-
tions are algebraic and the procedure terminates in a finite number of
steps.
2. NOTATION AND ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF AN
OPERATOR ALGEBRA
In this section we shall describe the Lie algebra generated by the
 .right-hand side of Eq. 1.5 . We shall follow an elementary linear algebraic
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approach, which will be useful for simplifying all computations appearing
in this paper.
We shall first characterize certain Lie subalgebras of the Lie algebra
 .st n which is spanned by operators
­ 2 ­ ­
­ ­ s , x ­ s x , x x , x , ­ s . 2.1 .i j i j i i j i i­ x ­ x ­ x ­ xi j j i
 .Notice that algebra st n can be identified by the direct sum
st n s sl n [ gl n [ sl n [ Rn [ Rn [ R , .  .  .  .
 .where the sixtuple A, B, C, D, E, K belonging to the direct sum will be
associated to the differential operator
 :  :  :  :  :A­ , ­ q Bx , ­ q Cx , x I q D , x I q E, ­ q K ? I g st n , .
where I is the identity of the space under consideration.
6  .We shall next characterize the subalgebras L s [ V ; st n satis-iis1
 .  . nfying the relations V ; gl n , V , V ; sl n , V , V ; R , V ; R. Ob-2 1 3 4 5 6
viously, for all i s 1, . . . , 6, V must be subspaces of the correspondingi
vector spaces. However, subspaces V , i s 1, . . . , 6, satisfy the followingi
properties:
LEMMA 2.1. L is a Lie algebra if and only if :
 .  .a V ; gl n is a Lie subalgebra,2
 .b V V ; V ,1 3 2
 .  .c Tr V V ; V ,1 3 6
 .  :d V , V ; V ,4 5 6
 .e V V ; V ,1 4 5
 .f V V ; V ,3 5 4
 .  .g Mappings f : V ª L V , i s 1, . . . , 5, defined asi 1 i
f B s Bx q xB*, x g V , .1 1
w xf B x s ad Bx s B , x , x g V , .2 2
f B x s xB q B*x , x g V , .3 3
f B x s B*x , x g V , .4 4
f B x s Bx , x g V , .5 5
are Lie algebra representations of V o¨er the corresponding ¨ector spaces.2
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Proof. The assertions follow immediately from the following multiplica-
tion table:
If B , B g V , then1 2 2
 :  : w x  : :B x , ­ , B x , ­ s B , B x , ­ s f B B x , ­ ; 2.2 .  .1 2 2 1 2 2 1
if B g V , A g V , then2 1
 :  :  :w x  :A­ , ­ , Bx , ­ s BA q AB* ­ , ­ s f B A­ , ­ ; 2.3 .  .  .1
if B g V , C g V , then2 3
 :  :  :  :w xBx , ­ , Cx , x s CB q B*C x , x s f B Cx , x ; 2.4 .  .  .3
if B g V , D g V , then2 4
 :  :  :w x  :Bx , ­ , D , x s B*D , x s f B D , x ; 2.5 .  .4
if B g V , E g V , then1 5
 :  :  :w x  :E, ­ , Bx , ­ s BE, ­ s f B E, ­ ; 2.6 .  .5
if A g V , C g V , then1 3
 :  :  :w xA­ , ­ , Cx , x s 2 Tr AC q 4 ACx , ­ ; 2.7 .  .
if A g V , D g V , then1 4
 :  :  :w xA­ , ­ , D , x s 2 AD , ­ ; 2.8 .
if C g V , E g V , then3 5
 :  :  :w xE, ­ , Cx , x s 2 CE, x ; 2.9 .
and if D g V , E g V , then4 5
 :  :  :w xE, ­ , D , x s D , E . 2.10 .
All other possible Lie products are equal to 0.
 4  4 Let A s A , . . . , A ; V , B s B , . . . , B ; V , C s C , . . . ,1 k 1 1 k 2 11 2
4  4  4  4C g V , D s D , . . . , D ; V , E s E , . . . , E ; V , and 1 ; V ,k 3 1 k 4 1 k 5 63 4 5
for V s R, be a set of bases of the corresponding spaces, and let B i. g6 j
k i=k i  .R denote the matrix representation of the linear mapping f B :i j
V ª V with respect to the above bases, for i s 1, . . . , 5, j s 1, . . . , k .i i i
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k 2=k 3  .Define Tr g R as Tr s Tr A C . Then,i, j i j
Tr AC s Tr a A g C s a g Tr A C .  .  i i j j i j i j /  / /
i j i , j
 :s Tr g , a ,
 . k1  . k3 lwhere a s a , . . . , a g R , and g s g , . . . , g g R . Let P g1 k 1 k1 3
Rk1=k 3, l s 1, . . . , k , such that2
k1
l :AC s a g A C s P g , a B , i j i j
i , j ls1
k4=k 5  :and define Q g R as Q s D , E . Theni j i j
 :  :  :D , E s ­ « D , E s Q , d . i j i j «
i , j
Let M l g Rk1=k 4 and N l g Rk3=k 5 be defined by equations
k5
l :AD s a d A D s M d , a E , i j i j l
i , j ls1
and
k4
l :CE s g « C E s N « , g D , i j i j
i , j ls1
 . k jrespectively. The unit vectors 0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0 g R will be always denoted
by w , independently of dimension k , j s 1, . . . , 5.i j
Notice that the multiplication table can also be expressed by using this
matrix formulation. For example,
 :  :  :w xA­ , ­ , Cx , x s 2 Tr AC q 4 ACx , ­ .
k2
l :  : :s 2 Tr g , a q 4 P g , a B x , ­ , l
ls1
where A s  a A and C s  g C .i i i j j j
 .3. ONE-PARAMETRIC SEMIGROUPS OF st n
In this section the most simple one-parametric semigroups which will
be used in our reduction will be determined. Consider the differential
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equations
 :­ u s A­ , ­ u , u 0, ? s u , u t , ? s 0, 3.1 .  .  .i 0
 :­ u s Bx , ­ u , u 0, ? s u , 3.2 .  .t 0
and
 :­ u s E, ­ u , u 0, ? s u , 3.3 .  .t 0
over a domain V ; Rn with regular boundary with positive definite A g V ,1
arbitrary B g V and E g V .2 5
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be positi¨ e definite. Then there exists a strongly
 .  .continuous semigroup S t , t G 0, of bounded linear operators in L V ,A 2
 :  .such that its infinitesimal generator is A­ , ­ . For any function u g L V0 2
 :  .   . . .from the domain of A­ , ­ , the function u t, x s S t u x is theA 0
 .solution of problem 3.1 .
Proof. Let A1r2 denote the unique positive definite square root of A,
which is invertible. Therefore Ay1r2 exists. Let V s Ay1r2 V ; Rn. TheA
 .  .induced bounded linear operator F : L V ª L V is defined byA 2 2 A
F w x s w A1r2 x , x g V . .  .  .A
 . w xIf u is the solution of problem 3.1 then the function ¨ : 0, T = V ªA
 .L V defined by2 A
¨ t , x s u t , B1r2 x s F u t , ? x .  .  .  . .A
is the solution of the standard heat equation
­ ¨ s D¨ ,t
3.4 .
¨ 0, ? s F u , . A 0
 .in V . Let S t , t G 0, be the strongly continuous semigroup of boundedA
 .  .operators, associated to problem 3.4 . Then, for u g L V , belonging0 2 AA
 . y1to the domain of D, the solution ¨ of problem 3.4 with u s F u can0 A 0A
be represented as
¨ t , x s S t u x . .  .  . .0A
Therefore,
u t , x s Fy1S t F u x .  .  . .A A 0
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 .is the solution of problem 3.1 ; that is,
S t s Fy1A t F , t G 0, 3.5 .  .  .A A A
is the corresponding operator semigroup.
LEMMA 3.2. Let V ; Rn be in¨ariant with respect to e B t, t g R, that is,
e B tV ; V. Then, for each B ; V , there exists a strongly continuous group2
 .  .R t , t g R, of bounded operators in L V , with infinitesimal generatorB 2
 :Bx, ­ .
 .Proof. The method of characteristics applied to Eq. 3.2 implies that
B tR t , u x s u e x , t g R , x g V . 3.6 .  .  .  . .b 0 0
 .A similar result holds for Eq. 3.3 :
LEMMA 3.3. Let E g V . Suppose that a domain V ; Rn is in¨ariant5
with respect to x ª x q tE, for each t g R.
 .Then, there exists a strongly continuous group V t , t g R, of boundedE
 .  :operators in L V with infinitesimal generator E, ­ .2
Proof. Applying the method of characteristics again, one obtains the
group
V t u x s u x q Et . 3.7 .  .  .  . .E 0 0
Let V ; Rn be a bounded domain. Then the bounded operators defined
 .  :  :in L V as multiplications by functions Cx, x , D, x , l for C g V ,2 3
D g V , l g V , respectively, can be expressed as exponentials4 6
etC x , x:I , etd , x:I , etlI , 3.8 .
 .where I is the identity mapping of L V .2
4. THE BAKER]CAMPBELL]HAUSDORFF FORMULA
 .In the first part we have shown that if S t , t G 0, is a strongly
continuous semigroup of bounded operators in a Banach space X with
infinitesimal generator A, B, is a not necessarily bounded densely defined
linear operator in X, u g X, is a jointly analytic element with respect to0
 .S t and B, that is, function
t , s ª S t BS s u , t , s ) 0 .  .  . 0
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is analytic, and the Lie algebra generated by operators A, B is finite
dimensional, then the Baker]Campbell]Hausdorff formula holds as
S t Bu s et ad ABS t u , .  .0 0
BS t u s S t eyt ad ABu . .  .0 0
 .We shall next use these formulas for the operator semigroups R t ,A i
 .  .  .S t , V t and exponentials 3.8 , where A g FA, E g E are arbitrary,B E i ii i
B g B is positive definite. Instead of using the complicated notationi
 .  .  .  .  .  .R t , S t , V t we shall use the simple symbols R t , S t , V t ,A B E i i ii i i
respectively.
Introduce furthermore the notation
k kj1 1
w j xS s s S s , S s s S s , S s s S s , .  .  .  .  .  .  i i w j x i i i i
is1 is1 is1
k kj2 2
w j xR r s R r , R r s R r , R r s R r , .  .  .  .  .  .  i i w j x i i i i
is1 is1 isj
k kj5 5
w j xV ¨ s V ¨ , V ¨ s V ¨ , V ¨ s V ¨ , .  .  .  .  .  .  i i w j x i i i i
is1 is1 isj
k j2
w j xgC x , x: g C x , x: g C x , x: g C x , x:i i i ie s e , e s e , 
is1 is1
k k3 4
g C x , x: g C x , x: hD , x: h D , x:w j x i x i ie s e e s e , 
isj is1
kj 4
w j xh D , x: h D , x: h D , x: h D , x:i i w j x i ie s e , e s e 
is1 is1
k j l
 j.  j.  j.  j.B rs e B B r B ri i i re , e s e .i w l x is1
is1
By using the matrix representations of the mappings in question, the
finite dimensional reprsentation of e" Ad AtB, and the multiplication table
of Lemma 2.1, one can easily show that the following relations are true.
LEMMA 4.1. Let u be an analytic element with respect to the semigroup0
and the operator in question. Then
 :  yad B :a R t B x , ­ u s e jtB x , ­ R t u .  .  .j i 0 i j 0
k2
2.yB tj : :s e w , w B x , ­ R t u , . i l l j 0
ls1
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 :  yf iBj. t :b R t A ­ , ­ u s e A ­ , ­ R t u .  .  .j i 0 i j 0
k1
1.yB tj : :s e w , w A ­ , ­ R t u , . i l l j 0
ls1
 :  f3Bj. t :c R t C x , x u s e C x , x R t u .  .  .j i 0 i j 0
k3
3.B tj : :s e w , w C x , x R t u , . i l l j 0
ls1
 :  f4Bj. t :d R t D , x u s e D , x R t u .  .  .j i 0 i j 0
k4
4.B tj : :s e w , w D , x R t u , . i l l j 0
ls1
 :  yf 5Bj. t :e R t E , ­ u s e E , ­ R t u .  .  .j i 0 i j 0
k5
5.yB tj : :s e w , w E , ­ R t u , . i l l j 0
ls1
f .
 :  :  :B x , ­ S t u s S t B x , ­ y t f B A ­ , ­ u .  .  . .i j 0 j i 1 i j 0
k1
1. :  : :s S t B x , ­ y B w , w A ­ , ­ u , . j i i j l l 0 /ls1
g .
 :C x , x S t u .i j 0
 :  :s S t C x , x y 2 t Tr A C y 4 t A C x , ­ .  .j i j i j i
2 :q4 t A C A ­ , ­ u.j i j 0
k2
l :  :  : :s S t C x , x y 2 t Tr g , g y 4 t P g , g A x , ­ . j i i j i j l ls1
k k1 2
2 l 1.1 : : :q2 t P g , g B g , g A ­ , ­ S t u , .  i j l j l l j 02 2 1 /l s1 l s11 2
 :  :  :h D , x S t u s S t D , x y 2 t A D , ­ S t u .  .  .  . .i , j 0 j i j i j 0
k5
l :  : :s D , x y 2 t M g , g E , ­ S t u , .i i j l j 0 /ls1
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tD j , x: :  :  : tD j , x:i e E , ­ u s E , ­ y t D , E e u .  .i 0 i j i 0
 :  : tD j , x:s E , ­ y t Qw , w e u , .i i j 0
tCj x , x: :j e E , ­ u . i 0
 :  : tCj x , x:s E , ­ y 2 t C E , x e u .i j i 0
k4
l tC x , x:j :  : :s E , ­ y 2 t N w , w D , x e u .i i j l 0 /ls1
We shall next use these formulas to compute the derivative of a product
w xof operator semigroups. Following Lemma 1.1 , we say that h g X is a
 .  .jointly analytic element with respect to a family S t , . . . , S t of strongly1 k
continuous semigroups of bounded operators in the Banach space X if
function
t , t , . . . , t ª S t . . . S t h , t , t , . . . , t ) 0, .  .  .1 2 k 1 1 k k 1 2 k
is analytic.
Suppose that u is a jointly analytic element with respect to the semi-0
 .  .  .  . tC1 x , x: tC k x , x:3groups R t , . . . , R t , S t , . . . , S t , e , . . . , e ,1 k 1 k1 2tD1, x: tD k , x:  .  . t4e , . . . , e , V t , . . . , V t , e . Let r , . . . , r , s , . . . , s ,1 k 1 k 1 k5 1 2
g , . . . , g , h , . . . , h , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , k be smooth functions in an interval1 k 1 k 1 k3 4 5
 .t , t ; R. Differentiating function0 1
u ?, x s S s R r e gC x , x:ehD , x:V ¨ ek u x .  .  .  .  . .0
 .with respect to variable t and applying relation 4.1 , one can prove the
following result.
LEMMA 4.2. If u is an analytic element with respect to the semigroups of0
the operators in question, then
 : w i xa R r B x , ­ R r u .  .  .w iy1x i 0
k2
2.yB  r .w jy1x : :s e w , w B x , ­ R r u , . i j j 0
js1
g w iy1xC x , x: : g w i xC x , x:b R r e C x , x e u .  . i 0
k3
3.B gC x , x: : :s e rw , w C x , x R r e u , . i j j 0
js1
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gC x , x: hw iy1xD , x: : hw i xD , x:c R r e e D , x e u .  . i 0
k4
4.B r gC x , x: hD , x: : :s e w , w D , x R r e e u , . i j j 0
js1
gC x , x: hD , x:  : w i xd R r e e V ¨ E , ­ V ¨ u .  .  .  .w iy1x i 0
k5
5.yB r : :s e w , w E , ­ i j j js1
k k4 4
4.B r : :  :y2 e N w , g , w D , x y Qw , h .  i l l i /js1 ls1
= R r e gC x , x:ehD , x:V ¨ u . .  . 0
5. MAIN RESULTS
k1 k1  .Let T , T : R ª R be defined by T s s 0, s , . . . , s and T s s1 2 1 2 k 21
 .s , . . . , x , 0 . Denote1 k y11
 1 :  k 2 :P x , y s P x , y , . . . , P x , y , .  .
 1 :  k5 :M x , y s M x , y , . . . , M x , y , .  .
 1 :  k4N x , y s N x , y , . . . , N x , y . .  .
 .Suppose that the time-dependent coefficients a s a , . . . , a , b s1 k1
 .  .  .  .b , . . . , b , c s c , . . . , c , d s d , . . . , d , e s e , . . . , e , f are1 k 1 k 1 k 1 k2 3 4 5
integrable in an open interval I ; R, 0 g I. Let F g Rk 2=k 2 denote thei
 .0, 1 -matrix with the unique 1 element in the ith diagonal entry.
Consider next the system of differential equations
k k2 2
1. i 1. i 1. :  :s s a y b B s q 4 P c, s B q P c, T s B T s,Ç  . i i i 1 i 2
is1 is1
y1k k2 2
2.yB r iw iy1x  :r s e F b y 4 P c, s w ,Ç  i i /  /is1 is1
y13.B rg s e c, .Ç 5.1 .
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y14.B rÇh s e d q 2 N ¨ , g , . . Ç
k5y15.yB r i :¨ s e e y 2 M d, s w , .Ç  i /is1
Ç  :k s f q Q ¨ , h y 2 Tr c, s .Ç
with the initial conditions
s 0 s 0, r 0 s 0, g 0 s 0, h 0 s 0, ¨ 0 s 0, k 0 s 0. .  .  .  .  .  .
 .LEMMA 5.1. System 5.1 has a locally unique solution
6
k is, r , g , h , ¨ , k : t , t ª R . .  . =0 1
is1
 .If problem 1.5 is parabolic, that is, if there exists an a ) 0 such that
 . w xa t G a a.e. in I, i s 1, 2, . . . , k , then there exists an inter¨ al 0, T ;i 1
 .  . w xt , t such that s t G 0 in t g 0, T , i s 1, 2, . . . , k .0 1 i 1
Proof. Substitute the fifth equation into the fourth and sixth equations
to obtain an explicit differential equation. The resulting equation has a
unique solution in a neighbourhood of 0 g R in Caratheodory's sense. In
 .the right-hand side of the first equation of 5.1 the function
k k2 2
i 1. i 1. 1. :  :s ª 4 P c, s B q P c, T s B T s y b B s . i 1 i 2 i i
is1 is1
 .is continuous and at s 0 s 0, it equals 0. Therefore, in an open neigh-
bourhood of 0 g Rk1, the right-hand side of the first equation is positive by
 .coordinates. Therefore, t ª s t is increasing in a neighbourhood ofi
0 g R.
 . w xThe differential equation 1.5 is called uniformly parabolic in 0, T if0
matrices A are positive definite and there exists an a ) 0 such thati
w xa t G a a.e. in t g 0, T , i s 1, 2, . . . , k . .i 0 1
From Lemma 5.1 we obtain the following statement.
 . w x  .If Eq. 1.5 is uniformly parabolic in 0, T , then functions t ª s t are0 i
 . w xpositive in a possibly smaller interval 0, T .1
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 .We say that V is the extended domain along the function r, ¨ :0
w x k 2 k50, T ª R = R if
k5
B r  t . w xV s e x q E ¨ t ; x g V , t g 0, T , 5.2 .  .0 i i 5
is1
where we used the simplifying notation
e B r  t .x s e B1 r1 t . . . . e Bk 2 rk 2 t .x .
 .Let S t , t G 0, be the strongly continuous semigroup of operators ini
 .L V associated to the parabolic problem2
 :­ u s A ­ , ­ u ,t i
u 0, ? s u , u t , ? s 0, .  . ­ V0
Ä y1r2 .  .and let S t , t G 0, be the same in L V , V s A V, associated toi 2 i i i
the standard heat equation
­ u s Du ,t
u 0, ? s u , u t , ? s 0. .  . ­ V0 i
In Lemma 3.1 we have shown that
y1 ÄS t s F S t F , .  .i i i i
 .  .where F : L V ª L V is defined asi 2 2 i
F w x s w A1r2 x , x g V . .  .  .i i
Our first main result can be formulated as follows:
THEOREM 5.1. Let V ; Rn be a domain with regular frontier. If problem
 . w x1.5 is parabolic, then there exist an inter¨ al 0, T ; R and absolutely
w x k1continuous functions s, r, g, h, ¨ , k defined in 0, T , ¨alued in R ,
Rk 2 , . . . , Rk6 , respecti¨ ely, such that
 .  . w xa s t G 0 in 0, T ;
 .  .b if u g L V is jointly analytic with respect to the operator0 2 0
 .semigroups in question, V is as in 5.2 and u : V ª R is gi¨ en by0 t
k5
B r  t . g  t . B r  t . B r  t . :u x s u e x q E ¨ t e Ce x , e q x .  .t 0 i i /is1
 B r  t . :q h t D , e x q f t , .  .
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 .  .  .then the solution of 1.5 with the initial condition u 0, x s u x in V and0
 .the boundary condition u t, ? s 0 in ­ V can be represented as the product
u t , x s S g t . . . S g t u x .  .  .  . .  . .1 1 k k t
y1 Ä y1 Äs F S g t F F S g t . . . .  . .  . 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
y1 Ä=F F S g t F u x . 5.3 .  .  . . /k y1 k k k k t1 1 1 1 1
Moreo¨er, functions s, r, g, h, ¨ , k are solutions of the ordinary differential
 .equation 5.1 .
Proof. If we compute the derivative ­ of the expected solutiont
u s S s R r e gC x , x:ehD , x:V ¨ ek u .  .  . 0
 .for a jointly analytic function u g L V , and consider the differential0 2 0
 .equation 5.1 for s, r, g, h, ¨ , k, and compare them to the equalities of
 .Lemma 4.2, we see that u is a solution of problem 1.5 . Indeed the initial
 .  .condition u 0, x s u x holds as the consequence of the initial condi-0
 .  . <tions for the solution of 5.1 . The boundary condition u t, ? s 0 also­ V
holds automatically, since
u t , x s S s t S s t . . . ek t .u x s S s t u t , ? x . .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  . . .1 1 2 2 0 1 u 1
Fix the value of t and consider the function
t ª u t , x s S s t u t , ? x , u t , x s 0 .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä .1 1 1
 .  .in x g ­ V, for t ) 0; therefore, at t s t, 0 s u t, x s u t, x , for x g ­ V.Ä
5  .Consider next the subalgebra L s [ V ; st n , satisfying the rela-iis1
tions of Lemma 2.1 with the two additional conditions:
 4  .1. V s 0 ; gl n ,3
 .2. V ; gl n is a solvable Lie algebra.2
The latter assumption means that V has an ordered basis B s2
 4B , . . . , B ; that is, the multiplication table of V has the particular form1 k 22
k2
lB , B s b B ,i j i j
lsj




 :  :­ u s a t A ­ , ­ q b t B x , ­ .  . t i i i i isj is1
k k4 5
 :  :q d t D , x q e t E , ­ q f t u , .  .  . i i i i /is1 is1 5.4 .
u 0, x s u x , u t , ? s 0. .  .  .0
THEOREM 5.2. Let V ; Rn be a domain with a regular frontier ­ V. If
 . w xproblem 2.7 is parabolic o¨er the domain 0, T of the integrable coefficients
a, b, d, e, f , then there exist globally absolutely continuous functions
w xs, r, g, h, ¨ , k on 0, T , which can be obtained from a, b, d, e, f by quadrature
 .as the solutions of the differential equation 5.1 for the special case of c s 0,
w xsuch that for a T g 0, T ,0
 .  . w xa s t G 0 in 0, T ;0
 .  .b if u g L V is jointly analytic with respect to the operator0 2 0
 .semigroups in question, V is as in 5.2 , and u : V ª R is gi¨ en by0 t
k5
B r  f .B r  t . h t .D , e x:u x s u e x q E ¨ t e q f t , .  .  .t 0 i i /is1
 .  .then the solution of 5.4 can be represented as the product 5.3 in Theorem
 . w x5.1. If s t G 0 in 0, T , then this representation is global.
 .Proof. In this case, differential equation 5.1 can be rewritten as
k2
1.s s a y b B s,Ç  i i
is1
y1k2
2.yB rw iy1xr s e F b ,Ç  i /is1
y14.BÇh s e r , .
k5y15.yB r i :¨ s e e y 2 M d , s w , .Ç  i /is1
Çk s f q Q ¨ , h .Ç
 .  .  .  .  .with the initial conditions s 0 s 0, r 0 s 0, h 0 s 0, ¨ 0 s 0, k 0 s 0.
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The differential equation for s is time varying and linear with Lie
1. 1.  1. 1.4algebra L generated by B s B , . . . , B . However, they are theB 1 k 2
images of the ordered basis with respect to the Lie algebra representation
f . Therefore the Lie algebra L1. is also solvable with ordered basis1 B
1. w xchosen from B . Then by the result of Wei and Norman 6 the
representation of the fundamental matrix as a product
e B
1.
1 s1 t .e B
1.
2 s2 t . . . . e B
1.
k 2
sk 2 t .
w xof exponentials is global on 0, T , functions s , s , . . . , s can be ob-1 2 k 2
tained from b , b , . . . , b by quadrature. Therefore s can also be given1 2 k 2
globally by quadrature:
y1t 1. 1.B s  t . B s t .s t s e e a t dt . .  . .H
0
The second equation for r is strictly triangular. It is the consequence of
the same global result,
k5y1t 5.yB r i :¨ t s e e y 2 M d , s g , .  . H i /0 is1
since in the integrand all functions are known and can be computed by
using a finite number of quadratures.
In addition,




k t s f q Q ¨ , h . .  . .ÇH
0
 . w x  .If s t G 0 globally on 0, T , then the product representation 5.3 is also
global.
CONCLUSION
The computations of our reduction method can be based on symbolic
computer programs. It would be interesting to combine the purely alge-
braic method presented above with a numerical algorithm for the standard
heat equations over the domains D , corresponding to the ith standardi
 :problem associated to the elliptic operator A ­ , ­ .i
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